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A spiral-link fabric (1 0) for use in a papermaking machine or the like. The spiral-link fabric may include a plurality of spiral coils (12, 
14) arranged in a predetermined mannersuchthat adjacent ones of side-by-side spiral coils are interdigitated with each other so 
asto form a channel (26) and interconnected by a pintle (24) extending through the channel (26). At least some of the plurality of 
spiral coils have a coil width of approximately 12 nun or larger. The ratio of coil thickness to coil width may be approximately 0.5 or 
less. 
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ABSTRACT 

A spiral-link fabric (1 0) for use in a papermaking machine or the like. The spiral-link fabric 

may include a plurality of spiral coils ( 12, 14) arranged in a predetermined manner such that 

adjacent ones of side-by-side spiral coils are interdigitated with each other so as to form a 

channel (26) and interconnected by a pintle (24) extending through the channel (26). At least 

some of the plurality of spiral coils have a coil width of approximately 12 nun or larger. The 

ratio of coil thickness to coil width may be approximately 0.5 or less. 
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IMPROVED SPIRAL FAB:iUCS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

PCT/US2005/042034 

The ptesent invehtion relates to spiral fabrics. More specifically, the 

present inv~ntion relates to spiral-link fabrics having coils )Vith relatively large 

widths utilized on a·papermaking machine and other industrial applications. 

Description ofthe R~latedr\rt. 

During the papermaking process, a cellulosic fibrous web is fortned by 

depositing a fibtötiS slurty, that is, an· aqueous dispersion of cellulose fibers, ontö a 

ntoving fottning fabric in a fortning sectiön of a paper mac~e. A latge amoUht of 

water is dra:ined from the slurry through the forming fabric, leaving the cellulosic 
' 

fibrous web on the su:rface of the forming fabric. 

The newiy formed cellulosic fibrous web proceeds from the forming section 

.15 . to a press sectiön, which includes a series of press nips. The cellulosic fibtous web 

passes through the press nips supported by a press fabric, or, as is often the case, 

· between two such press fabrics. In the press nips, the cellulosic fibrous web is 

subjected to compressive forces which squeeze water therefrom, and which adhere 

the cellulosic fibers in the web to one another to turn the' cellulosic fibrous web into 

20 a paper sp.eet. The water is accepted by the press fabric, ot fal?rics and, ideally, 

· ·does. not returti. to the· paper sheet. 

The paper sheet finally proceeds to a dryer section, which includes at least 

ohe series of rotatable dtyer drums or cylinders, which are intemally heated by 
' . 

. . s~eam. The newly.formed paper she~t is directed in a Serpentine path sequentially 
... . : . . . .. ' . 

25 .: ·'atöfuid each 1rt·tlit:;.$eries o{cinuns by a &Yer fabric, whicli hcilds the paper sheet 
·.: :. ' " 

·>-'closeiy agamstthe smfaces·ofthe driuns. The heated dilims reduce the water 

. cöhte:rit of the pa:per sheet to a desiraple level through evapotation. 

It should ,be appreciated that the forming, press and dryer fabrics all take the 

form of endless loops on the paper machi!]:e and function in the manner of 

30 conveyors. It should furtherbe appreciated that paper mrumfacture is a continuous 
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process which proceeds at considerable speeds. That is to say, the fibrous slurry is 

continuously deposited onto the fonning fabric in the forming section, while a 

·newly manufactured paper sheet is continuously wound onto rölls after it exits 

fi'6m the diyer section. 

5· Fabrics in mödetn papetmaking machines tnay have a width of from 5 to 

over 33 feet, a length of from 40 to over 400 feet and weigh from approximately 

100 to over 3,000 pounds: These fabrics wear out and require replacement. 

.. ReplacemenJ_ Qf f<!bti~~ ofteJ:]jnvolves tal<j.ng .the machine ou~ of service, removing 

the worn fabric, setting up to instaU a fabric and installing the new fabric. 

·~1 o Fot exart:iple, because of the solid support beams for dryer sections, all 

dtyet fabric must have a seam. Installation ofthe fabric includes pulling the fabric 

body onto a machine and joining the fabric ends to form an endless belt. The seam 

region of any Wo'rkable fabric.must behave in use as close to the body ofthe fabric 

in order to prevent the periodic rriarking by the seam region ofthe paper product · 

15 beiög manufactured. 

A fabric tnay be formed completely of spiral coils (so called "spira111ink 

fabric") as taught by Gauthier, U.S. Patent 4,567,077; which is incorporated herein , 

by reference. In such a fabric, spiral coils are connected to each other by at least 

one cönnecting pin, pintle or the like. In theory, the seam can therefore be at any 
I 

20 iocation in the fabric body where a connecting pin may be removed. ~pira1-link 

fabrics offer a number of advantages over traditional fabric. For example, the seam 

of a spiral-link fabric is geometrically similar to the fabric body, and thus is less 

1ikely to .mark the·paper sheet. In addition, spiral-link fabrics may withstand 
.· 

·Jlattemng, Uirts lliipirrllng cönstant penneabilityto :fluids (iii particuiat air):whicii 
. . ·, . ' ··, 

: ''· ·' ' . '.• ' . 
would dtherwise pass therethtough. Due to these advantagedus featiites, sl?'iial-lirik 

fabrics are used in papei:lhaking machines, particularly for dtying sheets of paper 

whetein water vapör is removed which passes through the.spiral-link fabnc. Spiral 

link fabrics have other industrial applications where they act as industrial 

conveyörs and.may be coated or otherwise impregnated with a resin depending 

30 upon the application. 
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Unfortunately, the production of spiral-link fabrics is both labor-intensive 

and expensive. For example, spiral-link fabrics are construCted ofmany small 

spiral elements that must be coiled and assembled. The.ni:ultiple manufacturing 

steps of coiling, ifiterdigitating, and intercotmecting spiral coils makes the process 

5 costly. In addition, it is difficult to interconnect the spiral coils because a pin, 

pintle or the like is inserted through small channels formed from the interdigitated 

spiral coils. Production time for such fabric is compounded because the small 

10 

_ width ofthe spiral cPilsrequires a large nl1ID!Jer ofpintl~s, as fabrics may be 

forined in a width of from 5 to over 33 feet and a length of from 40 to over 400 

feet. Fütther, the large number of pintles substantially covers the fabric resulting in 

a fabric that is diagonally stiff during Operation. 
' 

In additiön, "stuffers" in the form of yarns or the like are typically inserted 

within the i~er space of each spiral coil to lower the permeability of the fabric. 

Currently, stuffers· are pushed or stuffed into the inrter space of each spiral coil one 

15 portion at a time. As is to be appreciated, such stuf:ting methöd litnits the'Ihaterial 

10 
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which may be used as stuffers because the stuffer must be suf:ficiently stiff or rigid 
/ 

to facilitate insertion into the small coil operring and across the full width of the 

.fabric. Furth~r, because the stuffers are pushed into the fabric, the process of 

insertirtg the stuffers may be slow and labor-intensive. 

The present invention overcomes these shortcomings by providing a spiral

link fabric with wide spiral cöils. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

l'he inventors ofthe present invention have recdgnized that a spiral-link 

·.( .. .iabric iia~mg Wid~nlpitai coiis mäy ovetcome the shortb6mihgs of the priör · ält.' 

25 A6cÖtctingly, a spiral-link fabric for use in a paperinrudng ili.äehine or othet. ·· 

industrial application is provided which may include a plura1ity of side-by-side 

spiral coils. The spiral coils inay be interdigitated and interconnecteq by a series of 

parallel piiitles extending through channels formed from the interdigitated spiral 

coils. Bach spiral coil has a width of approximately 12 mm or larger. The ratio of 

· 30 the coil width to the coil thickness can be about 0.5 or less. These larger spiral 
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coils allow for versatility in selecting stuffers not heretofore realized, such that they 

may go beyond their traditional role involving permeability. 

The present irtvention will now be described in more complete detail with 

refere:hce being made to the figures wherein like reference numerals denote like 

5 ·elements and parts, which are identi:fied below . 

. ß:RlEF DESCRiPTION OF TliE DRA WINGS 

Fot a more complete understanding ofthe invention, reference is made to 

the following description and acco:m.p~ying c}rawings, in which: 

FIGs. 1a and 1b are views of a spiral-link fabric in accordance with a:h 

i 0 e:trl.bodiinerit öf the present irtvention; 

FiG. 2 is a diagram of a pintle usable in the pteseiit spiral-link fabric; and . 

FIG. 3 is a photograph ofpresent spiral-link fabrics with stuffer inserts. 

DE.T.An.-ED .DESCRIPTlON OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

15 A preferredr embodiment of the present invention will be described in the 

2ö 

·.,····15 

context of a papermaking.dryer fabric. However, it should be noted that the 

· presertt invention may be used in other sections of a paper:ttuichine, as well as in 

other industrial settings where. spiral-link fabrics have hetetofot found application 
\J 

as i::hdustrial fabrics. Accordirtgly, the invention should be. 

FIGs. 1a·and 1b ate views ofa spiral-link fabric 10 in accordance with an 
erribodi.men:t ofthe present invention. Spiral-link fabric 10 rnay include a plunility 

of side-by-side spin1l coils, such as coils 12 and 14, with each coU having a coil 

thickness.a:nd a cöil width 18. Spiral coils 12 and 14 are substantially disposed in a 

. di~ectiöirtransverse relative. ~o the löngifudinal axis of the "fabric (whlch is · ätong : .· · 

the riuming'Ör·iriachi~e ditectiÖn ofthefabric). The t:urhs·öfspitals 12 arid i4lliay 
he iriclihed in a predeterrnined rhanner. Spirals 12 a:nd 14 are interdigitated ahd . 

interconnected by a series of parallel or substantially paral1el pintles or pins 24, ot 

the like, extending through channels 26 formed :from the interdigitated spiral coils 

12 and 14. Further, stuffer inse~s 28maybe inserted or otherwise disposed within 

BO operrings 20 and 22 of spirals 12 or 14. 

4 
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The present invention provides spiral coils 12 and 14 that are significantly 

_widerth~ priot art designs. Forexample, coil width 18 may be fro11.1, about 12 mm 
J . 

to 150 :rtiJ:h or about 0.5 to 6 inches. Further, spiral coils 12 and 14 may have a 

ratio of coil thickness 16 ·to coil Width 18 of approximately 0.5 or less. 

5 As a genetal example ofthe present invention, spiral coils 12 and 14 :rrtay 

he röuhd in cross section haviti.g a coil t4ickness 16 of3.3 mm and a coil width 18 
\ 

· of 28.5 nun. Spiral coils 12 and 14 would then have a ratio of coil thickness 16 to 

. -coil width 18 ofabout 0.11. 

Furfuer, ·spiral coils 12 and 14 may be formed öf a polymer (such as 

10· . pdlyester), mefäl of othet material su:itable for this purpose lmown to thöse so. 

skilled in the att. As is appfeciated, the startirtg yarn ot material, e.g., a 

monöfiiament, used to mak.e-·the spiral coils 12 and 14 maybe in various shapes. It 

niay be, för example, round, rectangular, oval, or may be flattened, which shape 

may be deterrhined by one of skill in the art on the basis of the ultimate use of the 

·15· s_ijital-Iink fabric and the perfonnari.ce specifications required therefore. Further, 

spiral coils 12 and 14 may be fonned :from a monofilament or multifilament 

material, whic~, if they are multifilament, may be treated or coated if necessaty to 

ensute that the coils retain the ability to maintain their shape. The spiral coils 12 

and 14 themselves may tak.e on various shapes from, for example, round or helreal 

20 to oval, as shown iy the figures. 

· The wider spiral coi1s of the present invention provide advantages ovet 

curreht spiral-litik fabric designs. For example, coil width 18 determines the 

:til.trnbe~ öf coils per length of fabric. A wider coil fl;leans less coils or assernblies 

pet 1~dgtl_i öffabric Which may result in faster productiön of the fabric .. Because · 

ZS . ··the wid~r·coils:ofthe ptesent inveiltiOJ! may require fewer pintles to intetcOiiii~'Ct 

p·etJerrgth of fabric, the spiral fabrics may be easier to forni and may require less 

Iabor and cost. l;i'urthet, the wider spiral coils of the present invention may allow 
!1 

easy and quick insta11ation of pintles 24 through channels 26. Accordingly, the 

present invention may effectively reduce the time and cost for manufacturing fabric 

.30 10. 
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Pintle 24 may be pre-crimped or may have a stepped diameter. That is, the 

diameter of pintle may not be the same throughout its length. As shown in FIG. 2, 

· fust pnrtion 25 has a first diameter and secend portion 27 has a second diameter 

different than the first diameter. In this way, pintles 24 may provide wider coil 

5 spacing and use less material. It is also contemplated by the present invention that 

the pintles may altematively have a non-round shape, or may be deformable under 

pressute. Further, the pintles 24 may be flexible and may reduce diagonal 

str~ss/strain, ofthe fabric during op~ration. _ · . 

. . m addition, the spiral coils of the present invehtion, while functioning as 

. . .· . tö;; :. . tb'~ ptimary stfuctüral me:tnbers of the fabric in all directions, also serve as carriets 

.for sfuffer inserts 28. For example, spiral coils i2 and 14 prövide the fabriC's MD 

·sfrength an.d continuuni as well as providing the "seam" or basis for becoming an 
endless belt. However, as the spiral coils ofthe present inventionarewider than 

tb.öse of the prior art, and accordingly may accommodate hu·ger stuffers than ate 

15 possible in the prior art, it is also a facet ofthe present invention that the stuffers 

· rilay al~o impart structural characteristics to the spiral-link fabric. For example, the 

compositioh of the stuffer inserts may alter the CD stiffuess and the diagonal 

stress/strain öfthe spiral-link fabric. Accordingly, stuffer insert 28 may be 

designed to optimize fabric properties and characteristics, for example, 

20 permeability. 

FIG. 3 is a photbgraph of side-by~side view of portions of spiral-link fabrics 

3Ö ·and 32 in accordance with an embodiment of the preseht invention. As shown, 

·rabric :3o an.d 32have re1atively wide spiral coils 34 and 36 which provide inner. 

··_:'sP~~-~s-!::tdr.hls~riiob. of'~tuffe~-inserts 4o ~d 42. Stuffedrtsert~·4o and 42 nia:,Ybe 

.i ':'15 . fdnned :fröih örie or mote different materiaJs, which may be rigid or flexible. 

The stuffer inserts of the present invention may be formed from a material 

which is woven, lrnitted, ormolded, or may be forrned :from extruded sheets of 

polymeric material or films, and may be continuous or formed from a number of 

discontinuous portions. In addition, the stuffer insert may be simply disposed 

30 within a spiral coil, or attached or fixed to the spiral coils. If fixed, the stuffer 
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inserts may be fixed to spiral coils at its edges, center or at multiple points along 

the coils. The stuffer insert may include edges having grooves, ridges or so forth to 

facilitate the f'ixing of fue stuffer insert to the coils. In addition, the stuffer insert 

may be stretched or relaxed to obtain a desired permeability or permeability pro:file 

. 5 for the fabric. 

Furthet, the present invention includes stuffer inserts that are non-uniform 

in at least one dimension throughout the length of each individual stuffer. fu man)' 

... dryer sections,~ the sheet moisture profik is such that the sheet edges. ~e drier thah 

the center. A fabric that is morepermeable in the center would contribute to 

·10 flatteiling this m'Iwanted non.::unifoinl profile. For instance, in a spirallink fabric of 

the present invention, a stuffer insert may have one effective diameter along its 

length at the ends or edges of the fabric and a 'second effective diatneter at the 

fabric center. Effective diameter is a relative term to de:fine the ability ofboth 

round and nonround cross section stuffers to affect the üi.bric characteristic desited. 

15 The effective diameter of the stuffer near the fabric edges ean be greater than that 

at the eenter of the fabric. This results in the spirallink fabri~ to have edge areas 

.with a lower permeability than the fabric center, so as to correet the sheet moisture 
. ' 

pto:file. Of course, if the sheet profile is such that the edges are wet and the center 

is dry, a spirallink fabric with stuffer inserts so designed as to malce ~e eenter area 

20 less permeable than the fabric edges can also be constructed. Altematively, various 

mechahical alterations ofthe stuffer, including but not limited to crinips, folds, 
·,, 

perfora:tions and the like may be distributed throughout the stuffer in a non-uniform 

:, rtiannet~ Such ä .stuffer of tlie present invention may include a sfuffer that has beeil j 

·. ·. ~·~~thi1pe~~\ d~""tÖ1d6tt3~:i~ ·su6h ~ ~anner ili~t the in1rriher'oeictirrips~' ot .i'folds;~ .. 

. 25 · di~p·etsed ilif.~u~öut'~{u~ngth o.fthe ·sfuff~r. For e~ample, a shlfiet~ayiüive;a 
larger nurober of "crimps" or "folds" dispersed throughout the ends of the stuffer 

than are present in the center ofthe stuffer. 

As is to be appreciated, current stuffer designs nmst be sufficiently stiff and 

rigid so as to be able to be pushed into the small coil openings and across the full 

30 width ofthe spiral-link fabric. This typically involved the use ofyarns. In 

7 
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I 
contrast, the wide spiral coils ofthe present invention enable the stuffer inserts to 

be pulled through the spiral coils. The stuffer insert may be pulled by a rapier, 

gripper, or the like. In this way, tiie process to make the spiral-link fabric may be 

formed faster and may be less labor-intensiv~. Accordingly, the present invention 
'---

5 may effectively reduce the time and cost for manufacturing a fabric. As is 

appteciated, there may be other ways of pulling the stuffer insert within the spiral 

coils of the present invention as known to thöse so skilled in the art. 

- - -- - . Furthet, the stuffer inserts.of the .present invention may be forined of softer, 

tnore flexible and less bxpensive ~aterials than prior art stuffers because the stuffer 

10 irtsert may now be pulled though the fabric instead of pushed through. As a result, 

the present fabric may be more flexible and less diagonally stiff than prior art 

.spiral.:.lillk fabtics, imptoving the guiding and tracking ofthe fabric. 

·thus, the present invention's advantages are realized, and although 

ptefep.-ed embodiments have been disclosed and described in detail herein, its 

15 sbope and objects should not be limited thereby; rather its scope should be 

detertnined by that of the appended claims. 

8 
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

·1. A spiral-link fabric for use in a papermakin~ machine comprising a 

plurality ofspiral coils atrartged in a p:tedetei'ii'iined mariner suchthat adjacent ones 

of side-by-side spiral coils are intetdigitated with each other so as to form a channel 

·:. 5 and interconnected by a pintle extending through the channel, whetein at least some 

of the plurality of spiral coils have a coil width of approximately 12 mm or larger. 

_ 2. ___ The spiral-link fabric of cla:iJ.I1 1, wherein each spi!al coil has a coil _ 

thiclrness assoCiated therewith, and wherein a tatio of the coil thickn:ess to cöil 

. ·10 widthis apptoximately 0.5 orless. 

) : 

3. .The Spiral-link :t'abric of clairh 1, whetein the spiral cöils are fotm:ed 

from monofilaments; or multifilanients which ate coated. 

-15 4. The spiral-link fabnc of clairh 3, wherein the mono:filaments ate 

Tound, tectangular, oval, flattened or other noncirculat shäpe. 

5. The spiral-link fabric of clairh 1, wherein the pintleis selected from 

the gröup coilsisting of: rou.nd pintles, non-round pintles, pre-crimped pintles, and 

20 stepped diameter pint1es. 

....... ·. 

6. The spir~l-link fabric of clairh 1, further comprising a stuffer insert 

·dl.spos'ed.within eine ot morespiral coils. 
. . . . . f .· ~ '·· / . . 

. .7. 
. -

•• : • • ' • : • •• • • < ' ~ .: • • • ' •• •• • - • • • • ··'· al· •• ' 

Tlie spital-link fabric öf elairii 6, wlterein tlr~ sttiff<:fr J.Jis·ert 

. Cömprises a m'ateria1'which is·woven, knitted, or molded, ot formed froni e:xtiuded 

she~ts of pölymeric material or filills. 

8. The spiral-link fabric of claim 6, wherein the sttiffer insert is non-

30 unifortri in at least one dimension along its length. 

9 
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9. The spiral-link fabric of claim 8, wherein the stuffer insert has a 

var)rmg effective diameter alöng its length. 

10. The spiral-link fabric of claim 8, wherein the stuffer insert has 

crimps, folds, andlor-perforations distributed in a non-uniform manner throughout 

the length and/or diameter thereof. 

· 11. The spiral-link fabric of claim 1, further comprising a shiffer insert 

•. · ·1 0 dispösed wiihirt one or möre spiral coils and, wherein the fabric has a variable 

. . permeability along its width. 

12. The spiral-link fabric of claim 1, wherein the spiral coils have a 

circular, oval or other noncircular shap·e. 

13. The spiral-link fabric of claim 1, wherein the plurality of spiral coils 

· have a cöil w]:dth in the ratlge of approximately 12 mm to 150 mm. 

14. The spiral-link fabric of claim 1, wherein the stuffer insert includes 

20 edges having grooves or ridges. 

15. The spiral-link fabric of claim 1, wherein the stuffer insert is 

. attached or fixed tö the respective spiral coil. / 

16. the spiral-link fabric öf claini 1, wherein the stllffer insert is 

continuoU:s or discontinuous. ., 

17. A method of forming a spiral-link fabric för use in a papermaking 

machine comprising the steps of: 

10 
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arranging a plurality of spiral coils in a predetermined manner suchthat 

adjacent ones of side-by-side spiral coils are interdigitated with each other so as to 

form a channel; 

extending a puitle through each said channel formed from the interdigitated 

5 spiral colls; and 

wheteirt at least some ofthe plurality pf spiral coils have a coil width of 

approximately 12 mm or larger. 

18. The tnethod of claim 17, wherein each spiral coil has a coil 
' 

·lö tlllcläless· a.Ssdciated thetewith, artd wherein a ratio ofthe coil thickness to coil 

width is apptoxitnately 0.5 or less. 

19. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step of inserting a 

stüffer insert through at least one spiral coil. 

15 

20. The method of claim 19, whetein the stuffer insert is pulled thröugh 

the at leaSt orte spiral coil. 

11 
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